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A disk for use with a tillage machine includes a body portion rotatable about an axis of rotation. The body portion has a circumferential edge and a concavity with a first radius defined from a point on the axis of rotation. A hub portion is continuous with the body portion and presents an abutment face having a concavity with a second radius defined from a point on the axis of rotation. An aperture extends through the abutment face and is centered about the axis of rotation.
TILLAGE MACHINE AND TILLAGE DISK FOR THE SAME

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of prior-filed, co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 15/891,134, filed on Feb. 7, 2018, the entire contents of which is incorporated by reference herein.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The present disclosure relates to tillage machines and specifically to a tillage disk or blade for use with tillage machines.

[0003] Tillage machines commonly include a gang having a gang support element (e.g., elongate tube, arm, frame member, etc.) and a set of blades or disks rotatably coupled to the gang support element and aligned parallel to one another along a common axis of rotation. The blades dig into soil as the gang is being pulled behind a tractor or other vehicle to improve the condition of the soil for planting.

SUMMARY

[0004] A disk for use with a tillage machine includes a body portion rotatable about an axis of rotation. The body portion has a circumferential edge and a concavity with a first radius defined from a point on the axis of rotation. A hub portion is continuous with the body portion and presents an abutment face having a concavity with a second radius defined from a point on the axis of rotation. An aperture extends through the abutment face and is centered about the axis of rotation.

[0005] A disk assembly for use with a tillage machine includes a disk having a body portion rotatable about an axis of rotation. The body portion has a circumferential edge and a concavity with a first radius defined from a point on the axis of rotation. A hub portion is continuous with the body portion and presents a first abutment face having a concavity with a second radius defined from a point on the axis of rotation and a second abutment face opposing the first abutment face. The kit also includes a second disk having a body portion rotatable about an axis of rotation. The body portion has a circumferential edge and a concavity with a third radius defined from a point on the axis of rotation. The third radius is different than the first radius. A hub portion is continuous with the body portion and presents a third abutment face having a concavity with the second radius and a fourth abutment face opposing the third abutment face. The kit includes a first spool positionable against the first abutment face and positionable against the third abutment face. The kit further includes a second spool positionable against the second abutment face and positionable against the fourth abutment face. The first disk, the first spool, and the second spool are configured to be positioned along a gang bolt that extends along the axis of rotation for tillage operation. The second disk, the first spool, and the second spool are configured to be positioned along the gang bolt for tillage operation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a tillage machine including a gang and a set of tillage disks or blades coupled to the gang.

[0009] FIG. 2a is a perspective cross-sectional view through a prior art tillage disk.

[0010] FIG. 2b is a perspective cross-sectional view through another prior art tillage disk.

[0011] FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a tillage disk according to one implementation.

[0012] FIG. 4 is a perspective cross-sectional view of the disk of FIG. 3.

[0013] FIG. 5 is a side view of the disk of FIG. 3 adjacent first and second spools.

[0014] FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of the disk and spools of FIG. 5.

[0015] FIG. 7 is an exploded view of the disk and spools of FIG. 5.

[0016] FIG. 8 is another exploded view of the disk and spools of FIG. 5.

[0017] FIG. 9 is a perspective view of a disk according to another implementation.

[0018] FIG. 10 is a perspective view of a portion of a tillage machine including a plurality of the tillage disks of FIG. 9.

[0019] FIG. 11a is a cross-sectional view of a disk according to another implementation.

[0020] FIG. 11b is a cross-sectional view of a disk according to another implementation.

[0021] FIG. 11c is a cross-sectional view of a disk according to another implementation.

[0022] FIG. 11d is a cross-sectional view of a disk according to another implementation.

[0023] FIG. 11e is a cross-sectional view of a disk according to another implementation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] Before implementations of the disclosure are explained in detail, it is to be understood that the disclosure is not limited to its application to the details of construction and the arrangement of components set forth in the following description or illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
The disclosure is capable of supporting other implementations and of being practiced or of being carried out in various ways.

[0025] FIG. 1 illustrates a tillage machine 10. The tillage machine 10 includes a main frame 14 and a gang 18 coupled to the main frame 14. The gang 18 includes a gang support element 22 (e.g., elongate tube, arm, frame member, etc.) and a plurality of tillage disks or blades thereto.

[0026] FIGS. 2a and 2b each illustrate prior art disks or blades (26a, 26b) that may be coupled to the gang support element 22 of FIG. 1 and separated by spoons or disk spacers 28a, 28b, and 28c, respectively. With respect to FIGS. 2a and 2b, the disks 26a, 26b each rotate about a common axis of rotation 30a, 30b (when operational).

[0027] As shown in FIG. 2a, the disk 26a has a body 50a with a uniform radial concavity having a radius R1 measured from a point on the axis 30a across the entirety of the disk diameter D1. The disc concavity is further constant about the axis of rotation 30a. Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 2b, the disk 26b has a body 50b and a central hub 58. Disk 26b has a radial concavity having a radius R1 measured from a point on the axis 30b across the body 50b and about the axis of rotation 30b, but R1 is discontinuous across the diameter D1 due to the presence of the hub 58. The hub 58 defines a flat wall 62 having a diameter D2. Conventionally, a user will switch out the disks 26a, 26b on the tillage machine to change the concavity (i.e., the radius such as R1) of the body 50a, 50b to therefore provide different tillage effects on the soil. With respect to FIG. 2a, for example, if the replacement disks 26a have a different degree of concavity than the original disks, the user also has to change the spoons 28a, 28b, respectively to ensure the mating surfaces between spoon and disk sufficiently match the new concavity. In other words, the spoons 28 are not universal among all disks 26.

[0028] FIGS. 3-8 illustrate a disk 126. The disk 126 defines an axis of rotation 130 (FIG. 6) and includes a body 150 with a diameter D3 across an outer or circumferential edge 152 and having a non-infinite (i.e., non-flat) radial concavity having a radius R3 measured from a point on the axis 130, which is also constant about the axis of rotation 130. In some implementations, the body 150 can therefore be described as in the form of a spherical cap also having the radius R3.

[0029] A central hub 158 is axially offset from the contour of the body 150 along the axis of rotation 130. The hub 158 can be integrally formed as one piece with the body 150 or alternatively coupled thereto. The hub 158 is generally continuous from the body 150 and transitions through an arcuate or rounded section 170 to a cylindrical wall 180 that itself transitions to an arcuate or curvilinear wall 182 presenting an abutment face 184 via an arcuate or rounded wall section 190. The wall 182 as illustrated has a diameter D4 and a non-infinite (i.e., non-flat) radial concavity having a radius R4 measured from a point on the axis 130, which is also constant about the axis of rotation 130 (it is to be understood that R3 and R4 are to be identified as radii associated with the respective concavities of the aforementioned components as illustrated). The offset of the hub 158 can be described in terms of the height H of the wall 180, which is some implementations may be zero. Due to the height H, the hub 158 conversely defines a recess 204 on the opposing side of the body 150 with a convex abutment face 208 opposing the abutment face 184. An aperture 192 extends through the wall 184 and is aligned with the axis of rotation 130.

[0030] In the illustrated implementation, the concavity of the body 150 is different from the concavity of the wall 184, and therefore the radius R3 is different from radius R4. In particular and as illustrated, the concavity of the body 150 is not as great as the concavity of the wall 184 and therefore radius R4 is smaller than radius R3. In additional or alternative implementations, R4 could be larger than R3, or R4 and R3 could have the same value. The radius R3 may range between 20 inches and 50 inches, while the radius R4 may range between 10 inches and 40 inches. In some implementations, the minimum difference between radius R3 and radius R4 is 2 inches.

[0031] With respect to FIGS. 5-8, the disk 126 is part of a disk assembly 220 that also includes a first spoon 128 and a second spoon 128. The first and second spoons 128 have substantially the same configuration, as discussed in greater detail below. The first spoon 128 is positionable adjacent and against the abutment face 184 and includes a bore 214 that aligns with the aperture 192 and is configured to receive a gang bolt (not shown). Similarly, the second spoon 128 is positionable adjacent and against the face 208 (and partially within the recess 204) and includes a bore 214 that aligns with the aperture 192. The disk 126, the first spoon 128, and the second spoon 128 are configured to be positioned along a gang bolt (not shown) that extends along the axis of rotation 130. Bearings and associated components (not shown) complete a gang assembly.

[0032] Further with respect to FIGS. 5-8, each of the first and second spoons 128, 128 includes a first end 230 that is complementary in contour and shape to the abutment face 184 and a second end 234 that is complementary in contour and shape to the abutment face 208. Accordingly, in the illustrated implementation, the first end 230 of each of the first spoon 128 and the second spoon 128 is convex and the second end 234 of each of the first spoon 128 and the second spoon 128 is concave, wherein the respective convexity and concavity can be described as having a radius from a point on the axis of rotation of the respective spoon 128. The geometry of the respective faces 184, 208 relative to the associated ends 230, 234 of the first and the second spoons 128, 128 allows for greater contact stress area between the structure of the hub 158 and the first and the second spoons 128, 128. Disk retention under load is therefore improved in comparison to the disks 26a, 26b, discussed above.

[0033] One method of use includes removing one or more disks 126 of a disk gang and replacing with one or more replacement disks 126. In particular, a method of replacing a disk 126 of a disk assembly 134 of a tillage machine 10 includes removing one of the first and second spoons 128, 128, removing a first disk 126 having radii R3, R4 from the gang 18, and replacing with a second disk 126 having radii R3, R4, where R3 of the second disk is different than R3 of the first disk, and thereafter reassembling the disk assembly 134 with the same spoons 128, 128. In this manner, the disks of a gang can be replaced with disks of a different concavity or contour while reusing the same spoons.

[0034] The disk 126 may have additional suitable configurations and features. For example, the disk 326 of FIG. 9 may include features similar to the disk 126 but with a wall 340 not cylindrical but having a gradual slope to the disk body 350, i.e., partially frustoconical, wherein the body 350
forms a first section 372 with a concavity having a first radius (measured from an axis 330) to a first circumference 374, after which the remainder of the body 350 presents continuous undulations, ribs, axial offsets, or a similar structure 376 about the axis 330 to a disk edge 378. In some implementations, the undulations or ribs 376 may have a continuous concavity matching that of first section 372 or may have a different concavity (and associated radius as previously defined) than that of the first section 372. In other implementations, the first section 372 may be continuous or smooth (or planar) all the way to the disk edge 378 without undulations or ribs or any such contour.

[0035] FIG. 10 illustrates a plurality of disks 326 configured in a gang 318 with a support element 22.

[0036] In still other implementations, a disk body such as disk body 150 may have a variable concavity from the hub portion 158 to the edge or circumference of the disk with a discrete number of radii changes or with a continuously changing radius (the radius measured from a point on the axis 130 as illustrated and previously described), with or without all or any of the aforementioned disk features, or the disk body from the hub portion to the edge may be generally planar. In some implementations, the abutment face 184 may be convex and the abutment face 208 may be concave. In yet other implementations, the aforementioned concavity of the disk body 150 may be “reversed,” i.e., convex with respect to the “hub” side of the disk and concave with respect to the “recess” side of the disk.

[0037] Exemplary implementations are illustrated in FIGS. 11a–11e. FIG. 11a illustrates a disk 526a that is rotatable about an axis 530a and that includes a body 550a and a hub 558a. The hub 558a of FIG. 11b has an abutment face 584b that is convex and another abutment face 608b this is concave. FIGS. 11b and 11c illustrate disks 526b, 526c having the above-referenced “reversed” configuration. That is, the disks 526b, 526c include disk bodies 550b, 550c that are convex with respect to the ‘hub’ side of the disk and concave with respect to the ‘recess’ side of the disk. As shown, the hubs 558b, 558c can have abutment faces 584b, 584c that are concave (FIG. 11b) or convex (FIG. 11c) relative to the body 550b, 550c. FIGS. 11d and 11e illustrate disks 526d, 526e in which H is zero. In other words, the hubs 558d, 558e are continuous with the bodies 550d, 550e, respectively. As shown, the hubs 558d, 558e can have abutment faces 584d, 584e that are convex (FIG. 11d) or concave (FIG. 11e) relative to the body 550d, 550e. The implementations of FIGS. 11a–11e are exemplary. It is contemplated that the disks may have other suitable configurations.

[0038] The disks 126, 326, 526 of FIGS. 3–11e can be one disk of a first set of disks for a gang assembly in which each disk has the same hub configuration (i.e., having arcuate walls or abutment faces with substantially the same concavity) and the same body configuration (i.e., having the same body concavities and/or surface configurations including any and all previously described or illustrated). In turn, a second set of disks may include disks each having the same hub configuration as the disks of the first set of disks but different body configurations than those of the first set. Because the hub configuration of each disk across the first and second sets of disks is the same, the same spools can be used with each disk across the first and second sets of disks. Accordingly, all of the disks of both the first and second sets of disks are usable with the same set of spools.

[0039] Various features of the disclosure are set forth in the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A disk for use with an arm assembly coupled to and supported by a support element of a tillage machine, the disk comprising:
   a body portion rotatable about an axis of rotation, the body portion having a circumferential edge and a concavity with a first radius defined from a point on the axis of rotation;
   a hub portion continuous with the body portion and presenting an abutment face having a concavity with a second radius defined from a point on the axis of rotation, the second radius being different than the first radius; and
   an aperture extending through the abutment face and centered about the axis of rotation, wherein the abutment face is configured to be complementary in contour and in shape to a mating surface of the arm assembly, and wherein the first radius is constant about the axis of rotation.

2. The disk of claim 1, wherein the first radius is constant from the hub portion to the circumferential edge.

3. The disk of claim 1, wherein the first radius is greater than the second radius.

4. The disk of claim 1, wherein the second radius is greater than the first radius.

5. The disk of claim 1, wherein the body portion includes undulations adjacent the circumferential edge.

6. The disk of claim 1, wherein the second radius ranges between 10 inches and 40 inches.

7. A disk for use with an arm assembly coupled to and supported by a support element of a tillage machine, the disk comprising:
   a body portion rotatable about an axis of rotation, the body portion having a circumferential edge and a concavity with a first radius defined from a point on the axis of rotation;
   a hub portion continuous with the body portion and presenting an abutment face having a concavity with a second radius defined from a point on the axis of rotation, the second radius being different than the first radius; and
   an aperture extending through the abutment face and centered about the axis of rotation, wherein the abutment face is configured to be complementary in contour and in shape to a mating surface of the arm assembly, wherein the first radius is constant from the hub portion to the circumferential edge.

8. The disk of claim 7, wherein the first radius is constant from the hub portion to the circumferential edge.

9. The disk of claim 7, wherein the first radius is greater than the second radius.

10. The disk of claim 7, wherein the second radius is greater than the first radius.

11. The disk of claim 7, wherein the body portion includes undulations adjacent the circumferential edge.

12. A disk assembly for use with a tillage machine having a main frame, the disk assembly comprising:
   a support element configured to be coupled to the main frame;
   an arm assembly extending from the support element;
a disk coupled to and supported by the arm assembly, the
disk including
a body portion rotatable about an axis of rotation, the
body portion having a circumferential edge and a
concavity with a first radius defined from a point on
the axis of rotation, the first radius being constant
about the axis of rotation,
a hub portion continuous with the body portion and
presenting an abutment face having a concavity with
a second radius defined from a point on the axis of
rotation, the abutment face being complementary to
a mating surface of the arm assembly, and
an aperture extending through the hub portion and
centered about the axis of rotation.

13. The disk assembly of claim 12, wherein the first radius
is greater than the second radius.

14. The disk assembly of claim 12, wherein the second
radius is greater than the first radius.

15. The disk assembly of claim 12, wherein the body
portion includes undulations adjacent the circumferential
edge.

16. The disk assembly of claim 12, wherein the arm
assembly includes a C-shaped arm having a first end that is
coupled to the support element and a second end, the mating
surface positioned adjacent the second end.

17. The disk assembly of claim 16, wherein the arm
assembly further includes a fastener that couples the disk to
the second end of the C-shaped arm, the fastener including
a first portion positioned on a first side of the disk and a
second portion positioned on a second side of the disk and
coupled to the first portion, one of the first portion and the
second portion including the mating surface.

18. A disk assembly for use with a tillage machine having
a main frame, the disk assembly comprising:
a support element configured to be coupled to the main
frame;
an arm assembly extending from the support element;
a disk coupled to and supported by the arm assembly, the
disk including
a body portion rotatable about an axis of rotation, the
body portion having a circumferential edge and a
concavity with a first radius defined from a point on
the axis of rotation,
a hub portion continuous with the body portion and
presenting an abutment face having a concavity with
a second radius defined from a point on the axis of
rotation, the abutment face being complementary to
a mating surface of the arm assembly, and
an aperture extending through the hub portion and
centered about the axis of rotation.

19. The disk assembly of claim 18, wherein the arm
assembly includes a C-shaped arm having a first end that is
coupled to the support element and a second end, the mating
surface positioned adjacent the second end.

20. The disk assembly of claim 19, wherein the arm
assembly further includes a fastener that couples the disk to
the second end of the C-shaped arm, the fastener including
a first portion positioned on a first side of the disk and a
second portion positioned on a second side of the disk and
coupled to the first portion, one of the first portion and the
second portion including the mating surface.